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Margo Turner, a Marine pilot, is still in shock from her unexpected crash landing on the ice planet

Attala. To make matters worse, the rest of her research team was just carried away by a group of

fierce alien warriors who are intent on separating Margo from her ship. Determined to finish the

repairs and make her spacecraft flight ready, Margo fights the Attalan bodyguard assigned to her at

every turn. Lodyn never imagined his fated mate could be a fierce, curvy Earth woman. She makes

his blood boil with her defiance and stubbornness but his heart doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t care. Neither does

his manhood. Now he faces the impossible decision of keeping his sworn oath to the guard or

claiming his fated mate and finding a way to keep her by his side forever. Her Alien Protector is the

second book in The Guards of Attala Series. This full-length novel can be read as a standalone, but

is best enjoyed in order with the other books.
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***I voluntarily reviewed an ARC copy of this book in exchange for an honest review***This is the

second book in this series by this author that I've read and I have to say that good. I enjoyed this

second book as much as the first one. The elite guards of Attala have met their match in the Earth



women who have come to Attala on a dire mission. While the guards are gorgeous and extremely

dominant alpha males and the women scientists are super independent and curvy in all the right

places.The spaceship pilot Margo is the only one left to work on getting the ship Sparrow up and

ready to head back to Earth when their mission is complete or Earth dies. The rest of the crew have

been carted away by guards heading for the safety of the city. Margo has to figure out the ships

problems without her engineer. Lodyn the guard left in charge is instantly aware of Margo and is

drawn to her. The ship is in danger and so is Margo when she refuses to leave. Thus starts the

dance these two individuals will play on their way to romance. With snow storms, a hostile guard

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ Branyx, a fun and friendly guard Kjallak, and raiding enemies have to be

contended with in short order.Lodyn has to decide if he's going to betray his oaths and his brothers

in arms. Will the three guards be enough protection? Will Margo be able to get the ship up and

running on her own? Is love enough to answer these and other questions for Lodyn and Margo? I

am really enjoying this series and can't wait for the next book. The book is filled with steamy explicit

sex, action, trials, and triumps. These books are fun and easy to read with a steady pace and

interesting characters so try the book on for size. I'm sure you'll agree with me that the book and

series are very well worth the read.

I received an advanced copy of this book. This is my honest opinion. I really enjoyed this book. This

one was even better than the last in the series. I would give it 4.5 stars if I could. Once again we

have two characters that are already pledged to the service of their people, but their need for one

another draws them together. So far that is a theme in this series.Our hero, Lodyn, is charged with

collecting our heroine, Margo, and escorting her to the city after her companions have already been

removed. Margo is a fiercely independent Marine pilot who is not about to be ordered off her ship.

She needs to get the damaged ship operational if she and her team are going to return with their

precious cargo to save Earth. Lodyn is immediately drawn to Margo's strong will and luscious

curves. But Lodyn is also bound by his oath of celibacy. Will he break his oath and and chance

death to possess this fiery earth woman? Of course, that's why we read these books!Like I said I

liked this installment of the series even better than the first. In this one we get to skip some of the

backstory and get right to the action. We finally get introduced to the Salthu, a separate race of

barbarian raiders that also inhabit Attala. Lodyn shows off some seriously awesome skills to save

Margo. Very exciting! We also get introduced to a few more of the guardsmen. One of which I'm

hoping finds his own mate. And if I'm not mistaken, the author is slowly laying the foundation for

some social conspiracy. We'll just have to wait and see. There were a few things that were a bit



inconsistent between the books but nothing too major. I still feel like there are issues that are just

begging for resolution. However, I really want to see what comes next. Another fun sci-fi romp

through the alien ice fields.

Her Alien ProtectorMira MaxwellAn adventure with lots of Attala testosterone, drama and a feisty

human woman. A story that will have you racing to the end to find out what happens next. This is a

series, you could read it alone but I suggest to read in order. Only because there are characters that

will have you stretching your head about.Margo Turner a Marine Pilot. And the pilot of the ship

called Sparrow. Their mission find the element Eclaydian to save planet Earth from a coldness that

could kill all life, due to the sun dying out. But crashing on the ice planet Attala was not what she

wanted to do, but had no choice due to an electric surge in the ship. Now she has seven and a half

feet of pure muscle and striking blue eyes of testosterone named Lodyn looking at her. Telling her

she needs to leave before the storm gets worst or the Salthu will find them. Everytime she looks at

the big guy she sees desire there and for some reason she starting to like the big hulking

Attala.Lodyn is part of the Attala guardsmen. After taking an oath of celibacy after their twenty-fifth

birthday due to not finding a mate, they are giving injections to enhance their abilities to protect the

city from the Salthu attacks. He is unsure of his feelings when he spotted the fiesty blonde and

brilliant green eyes. Something in him is pushing to get closer to her. His feelings are over all the

place. The guard, his oath, and most importantly his feeling and desires for the human woman in

front of him. What is he ever going to do?
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